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 WORK SESSION/REGULAR MEETING OF APRIL 11, 2022 

 

The meeting of the Fair Lawn Planning Board on Monday, April 11, 2022 was called to order at 

7:00 p.m. by Chairman Ari Ludzki in the Council chambers of the Fair Lawn Municipal Building and 

virtually. 

 

The notice of the Open Public Meetings Law was read stating that the newspapers were notified 

and a notice posted on the first floor bulletin board of the Fair Lawn Municipal Building.   

 

Roll Call 

 

Present:   Larry Metzger, Chairman Ari Ludzki, Oliver Wilhelm, Jorge Reyes, Amy Hummerstone,   

Joseph Mele, Anna Aleynick, Grant King Absent:  Councilmember Gail Rottenstrich, David Mangual, 

Shana Cohen 

 

Also present:   Board Attorney Gregg Paster, Board Engineer Michael McClelland, Board Secretary 

Cathryn Hochkeppel 

 

Approval of minutes 

 

Upon motion by Joseph Mele and a second by Grant King, the minutes of the meeting of March 7, 

2022 were unanimously approved.  AYES: Larry Metzger, Chairman Ari Ludzki, Jorge Reyes, Amy 

Hummerstone, Anna Aleynick, Joseph Mele, Oliver Wilhelm, Grant King  

 

Approval of escrow bills 

 

Upon motion by Grant King and a second by Joseph Mele, the escrow bills were unanimously 

approved.   AYES:  Larry Metzger, Chairman Ari Ludzki, Jorge Reyes, Amy Hummerstone,   Joseph 

Mele, Anna Aleynick, Grant King, Oliver Wilhelm 

 

Appointment of subcommittee relative to Deals property 

 

It was decided that Shana Cohen, Grant King, Amy Hummerstone and Oliver Wilhelm will be on 

the subcommittee.   Oliver Wilhelm will chair the committee.   
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Electric Vehicle Supply Ordinance 

 

Attorney Paster explained that the state has requirements that must be met.   The memo from 

CME outlines the state requirements and the borough’s requirement.   When a new development 

is approved, electric vehicle supply will be required.   This is mandatory, not voluntary.   Attorney 

Paster explained that if the Board has any concerns, they could be presented to Council, but this is 

more for informational purposes.   Grant King was concerned if there would be a process for the 

fees to be waived for non-profits.    Anna Aleynick was concerned that there would be costs to the 

Borough to pay for the electricity or additional infrastructure support.      Ms. Hochkeppel pointed 

out that most of the cost would be borne by the developer.   Mr. Paster stated that the proposed 

ordinance also provides for the Borough charging a fee if the charger is on Borough property.    She 

was also concerned about the electrical grid and transfer stations since the area is very dense.   

Anna Aleynick was concerned about outages.     Attorney Paster stated that is a public utility issue 

and that there will probably be ongoing changes to this statute as this evolves.   Chairman Ludzki 

pointed out that the Borough can charge a fee only if the parking is free.   If there is a charge for 

parking, no additional fee can be charged.    His specific recommendation would be for the Council 

to look at this carefully.   He noted that the County is using sponsors and the advertiser is 

subsidizing the cost of the charger.      Attorney Paster noted that the Board will be able to review 

the ordinance once it is introduced.   Joseph Mele was concerned about people using the parking 

spaces and not using the charger.   Larry Metzger pointed out that if the Borough has charging 

stations, they would incur the cost of the installation of the charger and the electricity.     Anna 

Aleynick stated that there are grants for the installation of the charging spaces.    

 

JQM; 8-14 Saddle River Road; Block 1508, Lot 34 (continuation) 

 

Mark Moon appeared on behalf of the applicant.   He briefly explained the application.    The 

subject of this application is to add administrative office space in the basement.   There will be a 

new outdoor staircase and access.   The architectural drawings have now been provided to the 

Board.    

 

Christopher Dougherty was reminded he was previously sworn in.  Mr. Dougherty explained the 

schematics.    They are reducing the parking from 11 spaces to 10 spaces.   The drawings dated 

March 30, 2022 were marked as Exhibit A-3.    He explained that the applicant does not have any 

office space dedicated to her which is why she wants to expand to the basement.    He explained 
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that the upstairs offices were a small dormer.    An egress is required.   There is a three foot door 

out the landing and a 3 x 3 foot landing to the parking lot.    The applicant is not looking for 

additional staff or to expand her business.  This allows her to have private space to do her 

paperwork.       Joseph Mele asked about the storage.   Ms. Quizon explained that much of the 

things in storage could be disposed of.    Jorge Reyes said it was his understanding that there will 

be no patients in the basement and he was told that was correct.   Chairman Ludzki asked about 

the amount of parking spaces required.  He noted that the architectural plans said 23 spaces.    

Attorney Paster stated that there was testimony that 20 spaces were required.      It was noted 

that the tandem spaces were to be dedicated to employees.   Oliver Wilhelm asked about the 

placement of the door.    He was also concerned about the exit stairs.    Mr. Wilhelm suggested 

that he make sure there is enough room without encroaching on the parking lot.   Amy 

Hummerstone was also concerned about the landing.    Joseph Mele commented that the reason 

they needed the architectural plans is because they needed to know the dimensions.    Mr. 

Dougherty explained that the first floor is 992 square feet.  The useful square footage in the 

basement level is 736 square feet and the upper offices are 188 square feet.   Mr. Mele stated that 

there is nice landscaping on the front corner that will be gone because of the new exit.   Mr. 

Dougherty stated that they will save as much as possible.    Mr. Mele suggested that the 

landscaping in the rear be embellished.   Grant King added that landscaping should be added and 

Mr. Dougherty agreed.   Larry Metzger asked why there are three different rooms for one 

therapist.   Ms. Quizon explained that there is a private examination room.  The other areas are 

treatment areas where there are different machines.  Ms. Quizon explained that there are two 

employees at one time and they are all part-time.    

 

Chairman Ludzki opened the matter to the public and no public wished to be heard.    

 

Mr. Moon stated that the practice is not expanding.  All of the variances requested except for the 

parking, are existing.  Although they are eliminating a parking space as requested by the County, 

the parking lot function is being improved.   He requested that the board approve the application.    

 

Chairman Ludzki opened the matter to the public and no public wished to be heard.   

 

Attorney Paster stated the any approval would be subject to eliminating the problematic parking 

space, turning template to be provided, light level plan to be provided,  landscaping will be added 

in the rear,  additional shade trees, drainage to be directed onto the grass on the south side of the 

building, no patients will be in the basement.  In the event that the uses expanded, the applicant 

would be required to return to the Board.   Joseph Mele moved that the application be approved 

granting the parking variance and Anna Aleynick seconded the motion.  AYES:  Larry Metzger, 
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Chairman Ari Ludzki, Jorge Reyes, Amy Hummerstone,   Joseph Mele, Anna Aleynick, Grant King, 

Oliver Wilhelm 

       

 

Rezoning Clariant Property 

 

Board Attorney Paster explained that the property is located at 14-00 Third Street.   They are 

asking the Board’s opinion on whether this property is suitable for a zone change.   Mr. Paster 

stated that this is for general comment.   Ms. Hochkeppel explained that she spoke with the 

planner who felt it was not necessary to designate an environmental remediation because that is 

an accessory use.   It was formerly designated as an I-2 zone.  Ms. Hochkeppel added that they are 

requesting the height be allowed at 50 feet.   Board Attorney Paster explained that if the height 

request is over 10%, it becomes a use variance and would go to the Zoning Board.  Chairman 

Ludzki suggested that they look closely at the height permitted to streamline applications for the 

applicants.   Grant King stated that there can be a moratorium on development for certain 

properties while the Board and the Council are considering regulations.    Attorney Paster stated 

that there is time of decision rule which means that when an application is submitted, the 

zoning/rules apply as of the time of the filing.   Amy Hummerstone questioned why this area was 

being rezoned.   She noted that it was near residences.   Ms. Hochkeppel stated she was told it 

would be unlikely that a developer would come in for housing with the current zoning.   Oliver 

Wilhelm agreed and stated that the standards for housing are greater than the standards for 

warehousing.     Joseph Mele noted that an apartment building was built on Fair Lawn Avenue and 

he thinks that could work on this property as well.    He noted that currently it is zoned for ten 

units per acre which will not attract developers.    He also noted that there are other options that 

should be considered such as screening from the residences.         Larry Metzger noted that several 

years ago there was a developer interested in developing the property with residential units.   

About one hundred people came to the meeting and objected.    Chairman Ludzki stated that this 

Board and the Council have to make difficult decisions without input from the public.   He noted 

that there was very little public for the storage facility on Route 208.     He suggested that perhaps 

the Council get input from the neighbors.    Attorney Paster stated that the Council is considering 

this zone change since no developer has tried to develop this property.   Chairman Ludzki stated 

that there may be a developer who wants to put a warehouse there but it may not be the right use 

for that property.    He would like to see the public involved.     Oliver Wilhelm stated that it would 

be great if applicants created 3-D images so the public could better understand the proposal.   

Anna Aleynick stated she would like to know why the residents were against the development.   

She believes that the public doesn’t always know the questions to ask.   No one objected to the 

size of the storage facility or the shadow it would cause.   Attorney Paster pointed out that this 
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board does have limited authority since any application before it is a permitted use.   The Board 

must work within the code. The storage facility was not asking for any variances after the Board 

requested that the large sign be eliminated although this board limited the lighting and changed 

the placement of the sign.      He added that it is difficult for Board members to fully understand 

the limitations, nevertheless the public who, for the most part, have no training.    Chairman Ludzki 

added that this property will be developed at some point.  He thought it important to find out if 

the public would prefer a warehouse over residential development.   Grant King also pointed out 

that this site was also set aside for affordable housing which is important.   Mr. Paster asked if the 

Board is in favor of or against rezoning this property along the lines of the memo.   Chairman 

Ludzki stated there appeared to be mixed views.   Larry Metzger commented that the 

environmental standards for remediation are different for commercial rather than residential.   

Attorney Paster stated that the standards are much more stringent than ten years ago which is 

why no developer is interested.    Chairman Ludzki asked that Ms. Hochkeppel pass their 

sentiments along to the Council.      

 

Public Comment 

 

Chairman Ludzki opened the time for public comment and no public wished to be heard. 

 

Joseph Mele stated that they had a master plan subcommittee meeting from six to seven. 

 

Chairman Ludzki asked that Ms. Hochkeppel add the subcommittees to the agenda.    

 

Adjournment 

 

Upon motion by Joseph Mele and a second by Oliver Wilhelm, the meeting was unanimously 

adjourned at 8:45 p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

Cathryn Hochkeppel 

Secretary of the Planning Board 

 


